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Now it's time to "start the adventure" ...
I will explain very briefly ... How to USE THIS MATERIAL?
This MATERIAL is drafted and developed for groups of young people of Catholic Action, and for all parish
youth groups, in general, who want to be introduced to the adventure of reflection on their vocation and
missionary discipleship as young Christians, inside and out the Church, in the light of Christus Vivit.
The material contains, like Christus Vivit, nine chapters.
Each CHAPTER consists of THREE PARTS:
1. CONTENTS
2. Musical and visual RESOURCES for the THEME
3. DIALOGUE PROPOSAL for GROUPS

1. CONTENTS
Each theme of this text, "Young people in the light of Christus Vivit", includes the most representative ideas
and inspirations of the corresponding chapter of the Christus Vivit Exhortation.
2. THEME RESOURCES
We offer some musical and visual proposals to make the chapter dynamic with young people's own
resources, using examples of young people who try to bring into their lives some aspects of what has been
discussed in the chapter.
There are two types of resources to make each proposed chapter dynamic:
• "What you need to see": Videos and witnesses
Pastoral tools that use videos and witnesses of young people living in line with what is discussed in each
chapter.
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• I'm all ears ": Musical resources
Songs in English and Spanish for meetings of groups of young people in our parishes, which help you to
explore each theme in a dynamic way.

3. DIALOGUE PROPOSAL FOR YOUNG GROUPS
Meeting for groups: It is time to deepen the reflection on the chapter, proposing a group meeting,
accessible and able to approach, with questions for dialogue between young people.
For this we will use the dynamic of the revision of life: See Judge and Act or as Pope Francis renamed it:
Recognizing, Interpreting and Choosing.
IMPORTANT NOTE
At the end of each topic we offer a: Missionary Act - Choose : This is the last part of the chapter, where we
invite the group of young people to take on a group commitment in a missionary key.
Young people must change the world by "walking together".
This material is undoubtedly a YOUNG, FULL OF LIFE and FULL of OPPORTUNITY proposal for the young
people of Catholic Action to continue betting on changing the world following the example of Jesus Christ.
Young people...! Let's profit of this material! .... Let's profit of this proposal of young people for young
people ... Let's live this adventure! LET'S BEGIN!
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